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American Hauntings
Tara Vincent's compelling autobiographical account of healing from infidelity is a
must read for everyone. Husbands and wives and people in all stages of
relationship can glean spiritual and practical truths from her story. Her fresh style
and poignantly vulnerable writing will have you crying, laughing, and cheering in
the end as she and her husband overcome extreme obstacles and are restored.
Don't be surprised if, after you start reading, you won't be able to put this book
down.

Hell Hath No Fury Like Her: The Making of Christine
Blessed with the power of foresight and healing, the noblewomen of the Moreau
Matriarchy have been called witches for generations. From the city of London to
the countryside in France, they are as feared as they are revered. The youngest of
the Moreau line is Madeleine, a brilliant scholar who believes in logic and science.
Unfortunately for the wealthy heiress, she has inherited her grandmother's
clairvoyance: a gift she views as a curse. But, when she foresees her mother’s
death at her father’s hands, it is the one vision she cannot ignore.

Hell's Gate (Book 1 in New MULTIVERSE Series)
Life was supposed to be simplified in the Big Easy Since relocating New Orleans,
Kenina Porter has lived the good the bad, and the ugly, working in homicide.
Despite what the Chief or anyone else thinks of her, Kenina intends to continue
doing her damn job as she damn well pleases. Besides, the serial strangler is still
on the loose and Kenina thinks she should be the one to catch him. Local boy and
former Army officer, David Mulroney received a promotion to detective and is as
eager and hungry as anyone working at nineteen. His boyish looks and charm has
all the ladies swooning, but he only has eyes on one. Kenina Porter. Kenina isn't
taking bullshit from anyone, let alone another cop in her department who claims to
have the hots for her. Can NOPD's youngest detective be the one to finally bring
her out of her shell? This is book 5 in N'awlins Exotica. Books must be read in
order.
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Hell Hath No Fury
A compilation of biographical essays explores the role of women during wartime
throughout history, profiling Cleopatra, Margaret Thatcher, Molly Pitcher, Tammy
Duckworth, Belle Boyd, Martha Gellhorn, and Tokyo Rose, among other female
participants, both notable and obscure.

The Mourning Bride
Hell Hath No Fury
Collects inspirational, historical, and humorous letters from women written to men
at the end of a relationship, including those of Agnes Von Kurowsky to Ernest
Hemingway, Rebecca West to H. G. Wells, and Monica Lewinsky to Bill Clinton.
Reprint.

Hell Hath No Fury
This compelling novel of suspense is an intriguing new departure for much-loved
saga writer Rosie Harris. Maureen Flynn is a woman with a secret. Sixteen years
earlier, when she was a schoolgirl, something terrible happened to her. But the
perpetrators of the shocking crime went unpunished. Maureen and her family left
town, the affair was hushed up, and Maureen carved a new life for herself. Until
now. A bitter rejection revives Maureen’s long-suppressed memories, causing her
to embark on a terrible quest for vengeance. Meanwhile, Detective Inspector Ruth
Morgan and her team are baffled by a string of murders that have taken place in
their quiet little town. In the past few weeks, four successful men in their midthirties have been stabbed to death, their corpses brutally defiled. It’s up to Ruth
to find the link between the victims – and hunt down a ruthless killer before it’s too
late.

Hell Hath No Fury
When it first appeared in 1767, The Female American was called a "sort of second
Robinson Crusoe; full of wonders." Indeed, The Female American is an adventure
novel about an English protagonist shipwrecked on a deserted isle, where survival
requires both individual ingenuity and careful negotiations with visiting local
Indians. But what most distinguishes Winkfield's novel is her protagonist, a woman
who is of mixed race. Though the era's popular novels typically featured women in
the confining contexts of the home and the bourgeois marriage market, Winkfield's
novel portrays an autonomous and mobile heroine living alone in the wilds of the
New World, independently interacting with both Native Americans and visiting
Europeans. Moreover, The Female American is one of the earliest novelistic efforts
to articulate an American identity, and more specifically to investigate what that
identity might promise for women. Along with discussion of authorship issues, the
Broadview edition contains excerpts from English and American source texts. This
is the only edition available.
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Hell Hath No Fury
Second chance at love! The Duchess of Prescott, now a widow, fears she's
experienced all life has to offer. Thomas Findlay, a wealthy industrialist, knows she
has not.Can he convince her she has love and passion in her future? And if he
does, cans she convince herself to embrace it?Other books in the Devilish
Debutantes seriesBook 1 Hell Hath No FuryBook 2 Hell in a Hand BasketBook 3
Hell's BelleBook 4 Hell of a LadyNovella: Hell Hath Frozen over

Grave Mistakes
The vast Union of Arcana has expanded its wealth and power by laying claim to
one uninhabited planet after another through the portals linking parallel universes,
until they discover a new portal that leads to another human society, Sharona,
which has also been exploring the Multiverse and is dedicated to science rather
than to magic.

Hell Hath No Fury
“B-B-B-B Bad… Bad to the bone…” Packed with interviews from director John
Carpenter, screenwriter Bill Phillips, producer Richard Kobritz, stars Keith Gordon
and Alexandra Paul, plus various members of the cast and crew including cocomposer Alan Howarth and SFX artist Roy Arbogast, “Hell Hath No Fury: The
Making of Christine” is a definitive look at the 1983 cinematic adaptation of
Stephen King’s terrifying novel about the eponymous demonic Plymouth Fury and
the obsessive teenage boy who loves her. Author Lee Gambin examines
Carpenter’s film by exploring themes such as possession, gender politics,
sexuality, the use of rock’n’roll, the complexities of varied relationships, class
resentment, the landscape of suburbia, the alienation felt during teenage years
and more, including a recurring coverage of cars in film (both supernatural and
not). Loaded with photographs as well as production notes, this book is essential
for all John Carpenter fans, Stephen King devotees, horror film enthusiasts and for
anyone who can remember their first car. So buckle in and take a ride and
remember “Rock’n’Roll is here to stay! It will never die!”

Hell Hath Frozen Over
For Madox, a dull town, a beautiful woman, and an easy bank heist spell doom. In a
town so small that Main Street is only three blocks long, there isn't a lot to do -other than work, ogle women, and think about fast ways to get rich. After a year of
aimless wandering, Madox has landed here, nearly broke and with no prospects
but a dead-end job selling cars to yokels. Until one afternoon a fire at the burger
joint draws the attention of everyone in town -- including the men who are
supposed to be guarding the bank. It's almost too good to be true, but there it is -$15,000 lying around, watched by no one. Now all Madox needs is a little nerve
and a second distraction. And while one woman will give him the nerve, another
will make him ready to kill.

Hell Hath No Fury
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Sharp-witted and sharp-tongued, Arcangela Tarabotti (1604-52) yearned to be
formally educated and enjoy an independent life in Venetian literary circles. But
instead, at sixteen, her father forced her into a Benedictine convent. To protest her
confinement, Tarabotti composed polemical works exposing the many injustices
perpetrated against women of her day. Paternal Tyranny, the first of these works,
is a fiery but carefully argued manifesto against the oppression of women by the
Venetian patriarchy. Denouncing key misogynist texts of the era, Tarabotti shows
how despicable it was for Venice, a republic that prided itself on its political
liberties, to deprive its women of rights accorded even to foreigners. She accuses
parents of treating convents as dumping grounds for disabled, illegitimate, or
otherwise unwanted daughters. Finally, through compelling feminist readings of
the Bible and other religious works, Tarabotti demonstrates that women are clearly
men's equals in God's eyes. An avenging angel who dared to speak out for the
rights of women nearly four centuries ago, Arcangela Tarabotti can now finally be
heard.

Bell Hath No Fury
All new and original to this volume, the 21 stories in Dangerous Women include
work by twelve New York Times bestsellers, and seven stories set in the authors'
bestselling continuities-including a new "Outlander" story by Diana Gabaldon, a
tale of Harry Dresden's world by Jim Butcher, a story from Lev Grossman set in the
world of The Magicians, and a 35,000-word novella by George R. R. Martin about
the Dance of the Dragons, the vast civil war that tore Westeros apart nearly two
centuries before the events of A Game of Thrones. Also included are original
stories of dangerous women--heroines and villains alike--by Brandon Sanderson,
Joe Abercrombie, Sherrilyn Kenyon, Lawrence Block, Carrie Vaughn, S. M. Stirling,
Sharon Kay Penman, and many others. Writes Gardner Dozois in his Introduction,
"Here you'll find no hapless victims who stand by whimpering in dread while the
male hero fights the monster or clashes swords with the villain, and if you want to
tie these women to the railroad tracks, you'll find you have a real fight on your
hands. Instead, you will find sword-wielding women warriors, intrepid women
fighter pilots and far-ranging spacewomen, deadly female serial killers, formidable
female superheroes, sly and seductive femmes fatale, female wizards, hard-living
Bad Girls, female bandits and rebels, embattled survivors in Post-Apocalyptic
futures, female Private Investigators, stern female hanging judges, haughty queens
who rule nations and whose jealousies and ambitions send thousands to grisly
deaths, daring dragonriders, and many more." At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Red She-Hulk - Volume 1
The Multiverse science fiction/fantasy series returns with book 2 now in trade
paperback! It began with two men. They came from very different worlds—entirely
different universes, in fact—one using sorcery and the other using mental powers
and steam-age technology. They met in a virgin forest on a duplicate planet Earth.
Neither side knows who shot first, but each blames the other, and it doesn't really
matter, now, because war has begun. War between the universes is the last thing
responsible leaders on either side want. But the fury of their respective
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populations, xenophobic fear of the unknown, and cries for "justice" (or
vengeance), are all driving both sides towards the brink. And unscrupulous, powerhungry men—and Arcana and Sharona alike—have agendas of their own. The fuse
has been lit, and a war stretching across the universes, fought between dragons,
spells, and crossbows and repeating rifles, machine guns, and artillery is erupting
in white-hot rage and fury. Where it will end—and how—no one knows. The Hell's
Gate Series: Hell's Gate Hell Hath No Fury The Road to Hell About Hell's Gate:
"Magic and high tech collide in this exciting military SF novel from bestseller Weber
. . . The authors treat both societies sympathetically and realistically, with human
vices and virtues evenly distributed."—Publishers Weekly

1960s Austin Gangsters
When her world is destroyed by seemingly unstoppable planet pirates and her
family is slaughtered, former commando leader Alicia DeVries turns pirate herself,
steals a cutting-edge ship from the Empire, and launches a campaign to seek
revenge on those responsible, only to find that her fellow veterans are equally
determined to stop her, in an expanded new version of the classic novel Path of
the Fury.

Silas Robb
Mother. Warrior. Caregiver. Wife. Lover. Survivor. Trickster. Heroine. Leader. This
anthology features 21 stories and six essays about women who defy genre
stereotypes. Here, it's not the hero who acts while the heroine waits to be rescued;
Hath No Fury's women are champions, not damsels in distress. Whether they are
strong, bold warriors, the silent but powerful type, or the timid who muster their
courage to face down terrible evil, the women of Hath No Fury will make indelible
marks upon readers and leave them breathless for more.

Hell Hath No Fury Like a Momma Bear Challenged!
The world's strongest female, Red She-Hulk, has a new mission - and she's dead
set on a path of destruction! Her enemies? Every super-powered being in the
Marvel Universe! Captain America has no choice but to hunt her downbut will the
newly redesigned X-51 need to use lethal force against her? And even if he has to
make that tough callwill it even be enough to take a fighting mad Red She-Hulk
down!? A smashing new direction begins here! COLLECTING: Red She -Hulk 58-62

Hell Hath No Fury
John Lomax and DCI Sandy Lane continue their bitter feud. The women in their
respective lives become entangled and events take unexpected turns. The Biker
lurks in the background and influences all around him. Just who can be trusted and
who will survive?

A Bewitched Vampire [Hell Hath No Fury 2]
FBI Special Agent Phoenix Perry is faced with two serial killers as she investigates
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the brutal murders of a District of Columbia warden and his wife, and a socialite,
her lover, and her closest friends. Original.

Michael Vey 4
Imagine a room full of wine, women, lingerie, and adult novelties. Inevitably, the
conversation turns to men, how much we can love them, and how much we can
hate them. After over twenty years of selling lingerie and adult novelties via home
party plan, I have finally written some of the most amazing stories of revenge as
told to me, no holds barred. First and foremost, I do not condone or judge any of
these actions. You should also note that none of the men in these stories required
hospitalization. The thought process of these scorned women is incomprehensible
to the average mind. There are eighteen stories filled with wild impact in this small
book.

connections-2-Hell Has No Fury
Sophia Babineaux has landed a husband! And a good one at that! Lord Harold, the
second son of a duke, is kind, gentle, undemanding. Perhaps a little too
undemanding? Because after one chance encounter with skilled rake, Captain
Devlin Brooks, it is glaringly obvious that something is missing between Lord
Harold and herself pas-sion sizzle well everything. And marriage is forever! Will her
parents allow her to reconsider? Absolutely not. War hero, Devlin Brookes, is ready
to marry and thinks Sophia Babineaux might be the one. One itsy bitsy problem:
she's engaged to his cousin, Harold. But Devlin knows his cousin! and damned if
Harold hasn't been coerced into this betrothal by the Duke of Prescott, his father.
Prescott usually gets what he wants. Devlin, Sophia and Harold conspire to thwart
the duke's wishes but fail to con-sider a few vital, unintended consequences.
Caught up in tragedy, regret, and deceit Sophia and Devlin's love be-comes
tainted. If they cannot cope with their choices they may never find their way back
once embarking on their journey To Hell in a Hand Basket

Hell in a Hand Basket
The Female American; or, The Adventures of Unca Eliza
Winkfield
From the mediums of Spiritualism's golden age to the ghost hunters of the modern
era, Taylor shines a light on the phantasms and frauds of the past, the first
researchers who dared to investigate the unknown, and the stories and events that
galvanized the pubic and created the paranormal field that we know today.

The Road to Hell
To keep the money, he has to keep her as wellCecily Nottingham has made a huge
mistake. The marriage bed was still warm when the earl she thought she loved
crawled out of it and announced that he loved someone else.Loves. Someone
else.All he saw in Cecily was her dowry.But he's in for the shock of his life, because
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in order to keep the money, he has to keep her. With nothing to lose, Cecily sets
out to seduce her husband's cousin, Stephen Nottingham, in an attempt to goad
the earl into divorcing her. Little does she realize that Stephen would turn out to be
everything her husband was not: Honorable, loyal, trustworthyHandsome as sin.
Stephen only returned to England for one reason. Save his cousin's estate from
financial ruin. Instead, he finds himself face to face with his cousins beautiful and
scorned wife, he isn't sure what to do first, strangle his cousin, or kiss his wife. His
honor is about to be questioned, right along with his self-control. Amid snakes,
duels and a good catfight, Cecily realizes the game she's playing has high stakes
indeed. There are only a few ways for a marriage to end in Regency England and
none of them come without a high price. Is she willing to pay it? Is Stephen? A
'Happily Ever After' hangs in the balance, because, yes, love can conquer all, but
sometimes it needs a little bit of help.

In Fury Born
It's never a good combo to be broke and desperate. You do stupid things. Like
accidentally sign your soul over to Hell.When I interviewed for a new security job, I
didn't bat an eye that it was for a literal graveyard shiftheadstones and all. I mean,
at the hourly rate they were offering, who cares? I got this.Turns out, I'm not
guarding a graveyard like I thought. It seems I've just walked my broke ass into
protecting a Gate to Hell. YeahI don't got this. Now I'm stuck in a terrifying new
reality: a group of hot demons who act like I can solve all their problems, and a
battle between good, evil, and balance.This will seriously teach me to read the fine
print on Help Wanted ads. Good thing this job comes with a scythe. Maybe I can
use it to stop them from dragging my ass into Hell.

Hell Hath No Fury
The world is different now . . . The return of the ancient Atlantean races has
brought with them sinister magic, alien beings, and a new world order where
technology is outlawed. Opposing these invaders is the Human League of Nations,
who cling to their advanced weaponry to expel the Atlantean threat. Those caught
in between these two superpowers must fend for themselves. In the fledgling citystate of Aurora, Rachella, a mysterious Vanir woman, is accused of assassinating a
senator. She denies any involvement, but her subsequent escape from police
custody indicates otherwise. As Detective Swan leads the hunt to recapture their
suspect, Rachella makes it her goal to find those responsible and exact a harsh
revenge. The once peaceful city is now a warzone, and everyone soon realizes that
to scorn the likes of Rachella is to bring the full fury of hell down on them.

Dangerous Women
Entry #3 in the popular Hell's Gate series by 28 times New York Times best-selling
author David Weber and Joelle Presby. The war between magically-gifted Arcana
and psionically talented Sharona continues to rage. The dragon-borne Arcanan
assault across five universes has been halted at Fort Salby by a desperate defense,
but at atrocious cost. One of those costs was the life of Crown Prince Janaki, heir to
the newly created Sharonian Empire, who went knowingly to his death in the
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tradition expected of the House of Calirath. And another price will be the sacrifice
of his younger sister, Grand Imperial Princess Andrin, now heir of Sharona, for the
accords creating the Sharonian Empire require the marriage of the heir to the
Crown to wed a Uromathian prince. Andrin bears her family's Talent, the Glimpses,
which show flashes of events yet to come. She knows the accords must be secured
. . . and like her brother, she will pay any price, make any sacrifice for her duty to
her people. Sharona's soldiers dig in, facing the Arcanans in a tense standoff which
cannot last long. Both sides continue rushing reinforcements towards the front, but
how do armies fight wars when they can reach one another only through the
portals which join the universes? And far, far behind the front, carried by dragons,
a young Voice name Shaylar and her husband Jathmar hurtle deeper and deeper
into Arcanan captivity, their only protection the fierce personal honor of the
Andaran officer whose men massacred all of their companions in the horrendous
misunderstanding which began the entire conflict. Men and women of honor on
both sides must grapple with the terrible costs and deadly secrets of the spreading
cataclysm, and in the shadows, those who will balk at neither treason nor murder
drive the conspiracies which pour fuel into the furnace. The stakes are high and
the pieces are in motion, but there are factors known not even to the conspirators
and not even a Calirath can Glimpse the final outcome. The Hell's Gate Series: The
Road to Hell Hell Hath No Fury Hell's Gate About the Hell's Gate series: "Magic and
high tech collide in this exciting military SF novel from bestseller Weber . . . The
authors treat both societies sympathetically and realistically, with human vices and
virtues evenly distributed."–Publishers Weekly About the Honor Harrington series:
“Weber combines realistic, engaging characters with intelligent technological
projection and a deep understanding of military bureaucracy in this long-awaited
Honor Harrington novel…Fans of this venerable space opera will rejoice to see
Honor back in action.”–Publishers Weekly “. . .everything you could want in a
heroine …. Excellent … plenty of action.”–Science Fiction Age “Brilliant! Brilliant!
Brilliant!”–Anne McCaffrey “Compelling combat combined with engaging
characters for a great space opera adventure.”–Locus “Weber combines realistic,
engaging characters with intelligent technological projection . . . Fans of this
venerable space opera will rejoice . . ."–Publishers Weekly

Hell Hath No Fury
An account of the murders of Dan Broderick and his new bride, Linda, describes
how Betty Broderick, distraught over her ex-husband's new marriage, shot and
killed him and his wife in their bed. Reissue.

The City
An edge-of-your-seat crime mystery so action-packed you'll find it impossible to
put down. Investigative reporter, Samantha Bell, wakes to the worst news of her
life. As shots ring out at a local high school, Samantha is thrown into the crosshairs
of the biggest story of her career. Determined to learn why a young man declared
war on innocent children, she is relieved that her son was lucky enough to make it
out alive. Now it's game on to set the record straight. Four daring women face-off
with a ruthless sniper who is terrorizing the city of Denver. With all hands on deck,
Samantha and her three crime-solving girlfriends set out to find who was
responsible. Danger is hot on their trail as what began as a hate-crime suddenly
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appears to be something much more terrifying. There wasn't one shooter, but two,
and the second is still on the loose and targeting cops. A riveting whodunit thriller
that will leave you feeling breathless until the very end. Wanting to protect her
family and friends at all costs, secrets from Samantha's past nearly destroy her
efforts. And when she links the murdered victims to her dead husband, she knows
her clock is ticking. Attacked from every angle, no one close to her is safe. When
the city is about to erupt into a full-out riot, Samantha does everything she can to
stop the sniper before another innocent victim is killed and she loses the city she
loves forever.

The Hot Spot
Hath No Fury
Winner of the 2018 Spur Award for Best Paperback Western In the first of a
trailblazing new series, acclaimed western author Charles G. West introduces the
legend of a man called Hawk . . . To start their new life together, Jamie Pratt and
his young bride join a westward wagon train bound for the Rocky Mountains. They
get as far as Helena when their unscrupulous wagon master deserts them, leaving
them as good as dead in a godforsaken, blood-scorched land. The other settlers
agree to set stakes where they are, but Jamie and his bride press on toward the
Bitterroot Valley, deep into Sioux territory. THEY NEVER COME OUT THE OTHER
SIDE Jamie’s brother, Monroe, enlists the legendary scout John Hawk to find them.
A hardened veteran of the range, Hawk is living off the land in a little cabin on the
Boulder River when Monroe comes begging for his help. To rescue Jamie and his
bride, Hawk—and his guns—will soon be back in the saddle, riding fast and fierce
into deadly odds. For any other man it’s a suicide mission. For Hawk, delivering
justice is what he was born to do . . .

Hell Hath No Fury
This "Hell Hath No Fury" notebook displays a rally call every mother can relate to!
Mothers across the globe can recite stories of their super human performances
that rose from nowhere to protect their child/children. It is an instinct reserved for
mothers of all species. Bravery and sacrifice are always on standby! Don't make
the mistake of interferring with that instinct!

Paternal Tyranny
Timmy Overton of Austin and Jerry Ray James of Odessa were football stars who
traded athletics for lives of crime. The original rebels without causes, nihilists with
Cadillacs and Elvis hair, the Overton gang and their associates formed a ragtag
white trash mafia that bedazzled Austin law enforcement for most of the 1960s.
Tied into a loose network of crooked lawyers, pimps and used car dealers who
became known as the "traveling criminals," they burglarized banks and ran
smuggling and prostitution rings all over Texas. Author Jesse Sublett presents a
detailed account of these Austin miscreants, who rose to folk hero status despite
their violent criminal acts.
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Hell Hath No Fury
Hell is such a harsh name for a place full of lost souls. Lucifer prefers to call his
home The City. While others have given up on the residents of his city, Lu, as he
prefers to be called, knows most of them simply need guidance. Lu created a
society of total sexual freedom where residents expend their excess energy on
something that feels good instead of the crime and violence that ruined their
earthly lives. Now in a single volume, read four stories of redemption, love and
sexual freedom. The City definitely isn't your mother's kind of Hell. Hell Hath No
Fury Ice Water in Hell Hell on Wheels Storming Hell's Gate

Hell Has No Fury
Michael, Taylor, Ostin, and the rest of the Electroclan head to Taiwan in search of
nine-year-old child prodigy Lin Julung, or Jade Dragon, who the Elgen kidnapped for
Hatch's army of electric children.

The Moreau Witches
Investigative reporter Wensley Clarkson has spent years researching the most
extreme and intriguing cases of women who commit murder. His books on the
subject have sold across the world in their tens of thousands. Hell Hath No Fury
Like a Woman Scorned is a gripping collection of twenty of Clarkson's most thrilling
true stories.These are the tales of women who challenge our idea of what we still,
mistakenly, often think of as the weaker sex. Their characters and backgrounds are
as diverse as they are deadly, and their crimes are every bit as shocking as any of
their male counterparts'.From the case of the beautiful Diana Perry, who suffered
years of abuse at the hands of her husband before taking the matter into her own
hands, to Bobby, a woman whose gruesome interest in blood led to one of the
most horrific seduction killings ever seen, this book tells the chilling stories of
women who kill, and examines exactly what triggers their murderous intent. The
astonishing truth lies within these pages

Hell Hath No Fury
Winner of the 2018 Spur Award for Best Paperback Western In the first of a
trailblazing new series, acclaimed western author Charles G. West introduces the
legend of a man called Hawk . . . To start their new life together, Jamie Pratt and
his young bride join a westward wagon train bound for the Rocky Mountains. They
get as far as Helena when their unscrupulous wagon master deserts them, leaving
them as good as dead in a godforsaken, blood-scorched land. The other settlers
agree to set stakes where they are, but Jamie and his bride press on toward the
Bitterroot Valley, deep into Sioux territory. THEY NEVER COME OUT THE OTHER
SIDE Jamie’s brother, Monroe, enlists the legendary scout John Hawk to find them.
A hardened veteran of the range, Hawk is living off the land in a little cabin on the
Boulder River when Monroe comes begging for his help. To rescue Jamie and his
bride, Hawk—and his guns—will soon be back in the saddle, riding fast and fierce
into deadly odds. For any other man it’s a suicide mission. For Hawk, delivering
justice is what he was born to do . . .
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Hell Hath No Fury
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romantic Suspense,
vampires, M/M, HEA] Jax Crane is bored. He's a witch who's fed up of creating
spells for selfish, spoiled clients. When he meets the sexy, hotheaded, and
stubborn Luca Valente, his life changes. Luca has a serious problem and needs Jax
to save his brother from their father's deadly wrath. But it's complicated. Because
Luca's father is an elder vampire who's invincible and indestructible. Luca Valente
is furious. He paid for a spell to protect his brother from his father. But the spell Jax
Crane cast failed. Now he's back to get the so-called powerful witch to fix the
mistake he made before his father finds his brother and kills him. From the
moment he meets Jax, something happens. He can't stop thinking of the
enigmatic, alluring witch and wondering what it would be like to kiss him, make
love to him. As their attraction deepens, so does the danger. Can Jax protect the
vampire he's falling for from the most dangerous creature ever born? ** A Siren
Erotic Romance

Hell Hath No Fury Like a Woman Scorned - True Stories of
Women Who Kill
Be cruel to your enemy and they will dread the very notion of you. While the hunt
for the former SAS trio continues across Britain, a wave of pro-vigilantism is
whipped up by the duplicitous UK media. Detective Inspector Jim Brannigan's world
is thrown into turmoil when his partner is inexplicably shot by one of the ex
soldiers. As she clings to life, the vengeful copper learns that the elite killers have
spread their net to include resurgent terrorists, a strategy that leads to mayhem on
the streets of The UK. Unknown to even his comrades, the unit leader plans one
final devastating act of revenge.
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